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Cephalopods  

Most of the animals discussed previously are sessile or relatively slow-

moving invertebrates, crawling on the bottom or drifting about at the 

mercy of waves and currents. Not so the group we are about to 

investigate, which includes such creatures as the squids, the pearly 

nautilus, and the octopus (Fig.1). Like fishes, the cephalopods are 

equipped with highly developed eyes and other sense organs. They have 

an efficient method of locomotion and live largely as predators. Unlike 

fishes, they possess such features as prehensile tentacles, commonly 

studded with sucker disks, may emit clouds of inky fluid when angered or 

frightened, and change color according to their psychologic state.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. modern cephalopods. Nautilus in center foreground; a school of squids in the 

background, an octopus at lower left.  

Living Cephalopods: 

Loligo, a Squid: 

In order to provide a basis for visualizing fossil forms, we shall first 

examine some modern cephalopods and their ways of life.  

Loligo, the common squid, can be found on ice in fish markets catering to 

Mediterranean customers. Loligo (illustrated in Fig.2, to which the 
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following italic numbers refer) is a streamlined creature, generally about 

30 cm. (1 ft.) in length, divided into a long, tapering body and a rounded 

head (2). The head carries a pair of large eyes (3), which, like our own, 

possess a lens. The mouth, located at the anterior end, is surrounded by 

10 muscular tapering arms (1) studded with sucker disks. Two of these 

(tentacles, 10) are much longer than the others, and their suckers are 

concentrated in “hands” at the ends. The tentacles are flung out to grasp 

prey and to pull it to the mouth, holding it there until is killed and 

consumed by the beaklike jaws. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 structure of Loligo.  

Like many other cephalopods, Loligo has the ability to change color and 

pattern before the eyes of an astonished observer. Loligo is a gregarious 

animal, traveling coastal areas or the open ocean in large schools. Its life 

is largely spent suspended in the water, searching for food, mainly 

crustaceans, and avoiding enemies. For escape, it relies on its speed but 

when closely pressed, it can discharge from its ink gland a cloud of 

brownish sepia to baffle the pursuer. Enemies include the larger fishes 

and man, who catches squids for bait as well as for the dinner table.  

Loligo is geologically significant, because its structures and habits tell us 

about those of various long-extinct cephalopods. It belongs to a group 

known as dibranchiates, which, among other things, are characterized by 

internal shells. They left an abundant fossil record in the Mesozoic.  

 

Nautilus: 
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Body.  The body of Nautilus consists of a visceral mass and mantle 

cavity (16; italic numbers in the text on morphologic features of Nautilus 

refer to Fig. 3) enclosed within a sac-shaped mantle, and a well-defined 

head. The latter bears about 90 tentacles (18) devoid of sucker disks, and 

a pair of eyes which are built like a pinhole camera, lacking a lens. The 

mouth, which opens inside the circle of tentacles, is equipped with a 

radula and two horny jaws (12). 

The nature of the eyes and circulatory system and the lack of suckers and 

ink gland suggest that Nautilus is less advanced in evolution than the 

squids.  

Outer Shell. The shell is composed of calcium carbonate, in the form of 

aragonite, and an admixture of organic matter. The outer shell may be 

conceived as a sort of bent cone, tightly coiled in a plane and expanding 

at such rate that the outer coils, or whorls, cover the inner ones. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3 

 

  

GEOLOGIC IMPORTANCE: 
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Many lines of cephalopods give evidence of rapid evolution, and their 

shells are distributed over the globe. The groups called ammonoides are 

good index fossils, and they furnish some of the finest example of straight 

– line evolution and of stratigraphic zonation. The wide dispersal of 

individual genera and species may be accounted for partly by a 

swimming mode of life, which is not dependent on water depth or bottom 

condition. Also by analogy to Nautilus, it is possible that empty shells, 

rising to the surface after death of the animal, may have been distributed 

posthumously by winds and currents. 

 

CLASSIFICATION: 

 Cephalopoda (class of phylum Mollusca).  

1- Nautiloidea (Subclass). Possessing external shells  

divided by generally simple septa turned back along the siphuncle. 

Cambrian— Recent. 

2- Ammononoidea (subclass) having external shell divided by fluted 

septa, which in early forms are turned back, in advanced forms turned 

forward, at the siphuncle.  Devonian-Cretaceous. 

 3- Dibranchiata (Subclass) having internal shells or lacking skeleton. 

Mississippian—Recent.  

 

 

 

 

 


